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Apprenticed to a Himalayan Master 2022-07-18 in this tell all autobiography sri m writes about his fascinating
journey as a young man from the southern coast of india to the mystical himalayan mountains at the age of nineteen
and a half he felt an irresistible urge to go to the himalayas in quest for his great master he finally met his
master at the vyasa cave beyond the badrinath shrine after spending three and half years with his master wandering
freely across the length and breadth of the himalayan ranges he was instructed to go back to live in the plains and
lead a normal life he started working for a living fulfilled his social commitments and prepared himself to teach
others all that he had learned and experienced this book reveals the spiritual journey of a young lad from kerala who
by his sincerity and dedication evolved into a living yogi sri m shares his knowledge of the upanishads and spiritual
insights born out of first hand experiences in his autobiography apprenticed to a himalayan master will make for an
engaging and riveting read for those interested in the life and teachings of sri m
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 6 2015-10-07 each story in this volume testifies to the brilliance of
gurudevs insight into human nature and the selflessness of his service to each individual
Walking with a Himalayan Master 2006-12 this autobiography of an american yogi is the story of the training of a
western scholar by a unique himalayan master one of the greatest yogis of the era
Living with the Himalayan Masters 1999 inspirational stories of swama rama s experiences and lessons learned with the
great teachers who guided his life including mahatma gandhi tagore and more
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 7 2018-07-16 this is volume 7 of the series at the feet of a himalayan
master and includes the reminiscences of eight disciples of swami rama five women and 3 men three living in the us
one from the uk and four from india this takes the total numbers of contributors to the series to 33 disciples who
have generously shared their inspiring experiences with the master as with previous volumes of this series readers
will discover the many dimensions of swami rama the authors of this volume are from diverse backgrounds geographic
cultural economic religious professional despite these differences they were drawn by swamiji s compassion love and
caring mentorship he could be a tough taskmaster but knowing that this was also a manifestation of his love disciples
were not discouraged or driven away but continued to work on their shortcomings it is now more than two decades since
wamiji dropped his mortal coil but his love guidance and presence continue to instruct and inspire may the younger
generation of spiritual seekers who were born after swamiji s mortal demise find inspiration in these volumes and
learn to discover the divinity that dwells within them
The Himalayan Masters 2002 the tradition of the himalayan sages that exists today is an unbroken chain that extends
for more than 5 000 years undisturbed by the passage of time this traditionis not concerned with teachings that apply
only to a particular era of history or geographical region of the world its entire emphasis is on the experience of
the universal truth of who we are the himalayan masters a living tradition explores the lives and teachings of eight
prominent sages of this timeless tradition men who knew how to be successful in daily life while experiencing the
innermost truths of life here and hereafter pandit tigunait brings the experiences and teachings of these great
masters to life with practical insights into how to discover and understand life s richest secrets for ourselves
purchase your copy of the himalayan masters a living tradition and discover the perennial wisdom of the himalayan
sages
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 2 2010-11-16 at the feet of a himalayan master unfolds the secrets for
personal sadhana and direct contact with a great guru that are rare to find in any published literature and with
contemporary and western disciples facing the modern world and all of its limitations the book helps us understand



the many facets and real nature of genuine spiritual practice in the himalayan tradition and how it can transform the
mind and heart dr david frawley author of yoga and ayurveda and mantra yoga and the primal sound i met swami rama in
the early 1970s soon after he first arrived in america through the years he often reminded me that we were spiritual
brothers because our respective guru lineages originated in the same region of the himalayas i am please to recommend
this edition of at the feet of a himalayan master and other editions in which swamiji s engaging personality direct
manner of teaching and life of selfless service is reverently described by some of his disciples roy eugene davis
disciple of paramahansa yogananda in the three sections of this volume gus gatto eileen diorio and b maithili
describe how swami rama impacted their lives in ways that seemed at times inscrutably rigorous and challenging and at
times immensely gentle and loving and how they each often on recollection were able to assimilate and understand
their experiences in ways that helped them address important obstacles in their further development from the foreword
by dr john clarke
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 3 2013-08-07 this volume has five contributors of diverse nationalities and
backgrounds but who share a common bond of great reverence and love for the himalayan master swami rama they
approached him at different times for different reasons and with different aspirations despite these differences in
age background temperament and nationality they found in swami rama a true friend profound philosopher and
compassionate guide the differences in the narrators and their narratives serve an important purpose the opportunity
to view swami rama from many different perspectives from which one can try to construct for oneself a composite
portrait of seami rama the multi faceted phenomenon who graced our lives
Mystic Experiences with Himalayan Masters 2017 this exciting and fascinating book chronicles dr sant dharamananda s
real life experiences with the great himalayan masters explore the spirituality and ancient wisdom from the
perspective of a practicing monk santji s life has been filled with incredible mystic experiences that will open your
mind to a wider world and fill you with the optimisim love and hope few words can sum up such an interesting and
exhilarating life and you ll find yourself turning each page in fascination and wonder
The Journey Continues 2002 this autobiography of an american yogi is the story of the training of a western scholar
by a unique himalayan master one of the greatest yogis of the century
The Himalayan Masters 2003-03 initiated by a himalayan yogi ascetic with a beej vedic seed mantra prayer or chant two
years later a university student wakes up in the night to find his mind connecting with far off people and places
perplexed and scared he finds not only his intuition getting stronger with every passing day but also some weird
prophetic voices descending from the universe into his brain his life changes permanently into a ceaseless seeking of
the mysteries of the mind meditation and monks many himalayan masters miraculously appear on the way guiding him
through different stages observing his own mind in regular meditation for almost two decades he witnesses layers of
his mind gradually falling apart until the day when the mind no longer remains and a new zone of deep silence dawns
this journey eventually culminates at the feet of an ageless master other books of the author 1 the alliance without
enemy a post cold war history of west 2 the upsc odyssey daring to dream an ias officer
Walking With A Himalayan Master, Swami Rama 2016 in these short narratives my fellow seekers write eloquently about
their personal relationships and experiences with swami rama generously sharing stories about their lives and
aspirations their struggles and inspirations through these memoirs we learn not only how swami rama individually
guided these students but also how we all can live better lives we learn that yoga meditation is not just a physical
practice or an abstract philosophical tradition but a living breathing practical path that influences everything we



do excerpted from the foreword by wesley van linda
Journey with a Himalayan Master 2020-10-19 1927 out of india comes this secret book seldom known to america contents
universal brain mysterious kundalini spiritual lake holy water sea of soul pineal gland pituitary body kala kundalini
kala chakra himalaya mountain spirit
The Himalayan Master and the Sixth Sense 2013-01-04 maybe you shouldn t go back to darjeeling it might not be safe
for you the lama was in the next room it was 2 a m he was trying to calm his attendants i think the boys wanted to
kill me this was my last day with gurudev in this riveting true story when thomas k shor an adventuring american
writer with an ear for unusual stories wanders into a himalayan mountain village and into the life of an enigmatic
spiritual master known as gurudev he has no idea of what he is getting into as gurudev a tibetan buddhist lama
lavishes the author with presents and invites him into his inner circle thereby offering him and us a unique glimpse
into a master s life and his teachings it seems destiny is at work but what happens when it turns out the master has
close ties with the local dictator and his henchmen and shor finds himself being hosted at some of their houses how
is he to reconcile the religion of love with the violence of politics gurudev s engaged buddhism not only stretches
common notions of morality but also spins shor s moral compass ultimately the author flees darjeeling under physical
threat and abandons the writing of this book until now the master director richly illustrated with over 60 photos
probes the limits of charisma and skepticism devotion and doubt and throughout shor s captivating story treads the
fine line of openness without credulity and questioning without prejudice while the warnings are many against mixing
religion and politics they combine in this entertaining tale set in the politically tumultuous foothills of india s
eastern himalayas to reveal profound insights into the nature of both the human and the divine
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 5 1993 sri m was born in trivandrum kerala at the age of nineteen and a half
attracted by a strange and irresistible urge to go to the himalayas he left home at the vyasa cave beyond the
himalayan shrine of badrinath he met his master and lived with him for three and a half years wandering freely the
length and breadth of the snow clad himalayan region what he learnt from his master maheshwarnath babaji transformed
his consciousness totally back in the plains he as instructed by his master lived a normal life working for a living
fulfilling his social commitments and at the same time preparing himself to teach all that he had learnt and
experienced at a signal from his master he entered the teaching phase of his life today he travels all over the world
to share his experiences and knowledge equally at home in the religious teachings of most major religions sri m born
as mumtaz ali khan says go to the core theories are of no use sri m is married and has two children during 2015 16
sri m undertook the walk of hope from kanyakumari to kashmir for 15 months covering a distance of 7500 kms spreading
the message of peace and harmony to restore the nation fit enough to be bequeathed to the future generations he leads
a simple life teaching and heading the satsang foundation a charitable concern promoting excellence in education at
present he lives in madanapalle andhra pradesh three hours drive from bangalore
The Tradition of the Himalayan Masters 2011-08-08 a unique collection of sacred wisdom from a spiritual grand master
of our times yogiraj speaks directly to out souls to awaken the divine within us his voice comes through these words
to transform and enlighten our minds be inspired and meditate every day on one of these 365 sacred gems selected from
yogiraj s verbal and written teachings yogiraj gurunath siddhanath is an enlightened being who can directly awaken
the divine spark within us
Make Love to the Universe 1996-09 at the eleventh hour is more than just a biography about the accomplishments of
himalayan master swami rama and an overview of the profound system of yogic knowledge he brought to the west this



book tells the story of swamiji through the eyes of pandit rajmani tigunait phd his devoted student and successor as
the spiritual head of the himalayan institute as you read pandit tigunait s account of life with his master you will
gain insight into the guru disciple relationships swami rama had both with his master and with his own students this
book serves as a guide to some of the more esoteric practices of tantra not commonly known or understood in the west
it brings you to holy places in india to the source of the himalayan tradition revealing why these sacred sites are
important and how to go about visiting them the wisdom in these stories penetrates beyond the power of words discover
the legacy of a true himalayan master and the nature of the yogic wisdom he shared purchase your copy of at the
eleventh hour today
Secrets of the Himalayan Mountain Masters 2019-02-20 please note this is a companion version not the original book
sample book insights 1 i was a teenager when i went to meditate in the caves of vyasa in the himalayas i was guided
by a great teacher who never curtailed my freedom to question and never held my hand too long lest i become dependent
2 i had terrible nightmares when i was a kid and i was always trying to escape from them i eventually realized that i
was trying to escape from something and where i wanted to go 3 i was a teenager when i went to meditate in the caves
of vyasa in the himalayas i was guided by a great teacher who never curtailed my freedom to question and never held
my hand too long lest i become dependent 4 around this time my mother s uncle took me to see the aratu festival
inside the east fort i was six or seven years old and i had no idea what was inside the temple but i was forbidden
from entering because i was not a hindu
The Master Director 2017 in this classic spiritual guide paramahansa yogananda author of autobiography of a yogi
dispels the myth that god is beyond our reach he points out that it is not only possible to talk with god but to
receive definite responses to our prayers defining the lord as both the transcendent universal spirit and the
intimately personal father mother friend and lover of all he helps us to realize how close that infinite and all
loving being is to each one of us he also explains how we can make our prayers so powerful and persuasive that they
will bring a tangible response
Sri M 2022-07-20 an extraordinary rendering of an american s spiritual transformation walking with a himalayan master
s c tells of a theologian s meeting and life with a great saint dr o brien reveals his doubts learnings devotion and
ability to apply all the teachings to a western lifestyle and teaches us to achieve the same
Every Day With A Himalayan Master 2001 it is best in one s sojourns across the himalaya to be cautious in chance
encounters for one could well encounter a saint a siddha a madman or a charlatan mystics and sceptics edited by
namita gokhale comprises essays on all of these this uniquely insightful anthology traverses the sacred geography of
the himalayan range encompassing different cultures and religious traditions in its living legacy through myth legend
and anecdotal memory it includes narratives of wanderers and seekers gurus and enlightened souls tricksters and
delusionists the spiritual seekers discussed here include guru milarepa neem karoli baba and siddhi ma paramhansa
yogananda swami rama guru nanak swami vivekananda haidakhan baba yeshe tsogyal lal ded and sri madhav ashish also
discussed are the sacred traditions of the dhuni and chimta the shakti peeths in the himalayan region trance runners
of tibet and bhutan and the khasi rituals of divination and prophecy the stories herein are as varied as the flora
and fauna of the mountains some of them display the resilient scepticism that is the foundation of true belief others
take a leap of faith there are encounters and quests wanderings and lost paths disappointments and betrayals but they
carry the spirit of the seeker of the search and the continuing journey within them this book is a tribute to the
mysteries of the himalaya and the mystic secrets it contains authors holly gayley andrew quintman w y evan wentz



ranjit hoskote navtej sarna makarand r paranjape alexandra david neel rajiv mehrotra paramhansa yogananda sujata
prasad romola butalia madhu tandan namita gokhale rene von nebesky wojkowitz swami rama devyani mungali bhushita
vasistha sidharth tsering dondrup jono lineen tshering tashi bijoya sawian alka pande and vaibhav kaul
At the Eleventh Hour 2022-10-10T22:59:00Z in the summer of 2006 aaravindha himadra traveled deep into the interior of
himalayan mountains to a secret mythic like valley where he lived among the amartya masters a highly reclusive
lineage of ageless beings enduring a daunting trek across the rugged remote mountain peaks he eventually entered
their protected valley home where our world s most ancient spiritual truths still exist in wholeness through a series
of extraordinary experiences and conversations he was given access to their most valued and enigmatic knowledge
knowledge that has never before been revealed to the world this book is the chronological account of the events that
took place during that visit
Summary of Sri M's Apprenticed to a Himalayan Master 2014 in today s challenging and busy world don t you wish you
knew how to quieten your mind and focus on yourself in on meditation renowned spiritual leader sri m answers all your
questions on the practice and benefits of meditation with his knowledge of all the various schools of practice and
the ancient texts he breaks down the complicated practice into a simple and easy method that any working man or woman
young or old can practise in their everyday lives
The Master Director 2006 there are very few first hand accounts available to us about living with a himalayan master
this book offers unique contributions on the inner development and external lives of those who lived around him this
book fortells of human potentials that may be available to us all of a purpose to our lives and of realms of inner
development that can easily be overlooked in the pace and diversions of modern life
From Success to Fulfillment 2015-02-20 in these short narratives my fellow seekers write eloquently about their
personal relationships and experiences with swami rama generously sharing stories about their lives and aspirations
their struggles and inspirations through these memoirs we learn not only how swami rama individually guided these
students but also how we all can live better lives we learn that yoga meditation is not just a physical practice or
an abstract philosophical tradition but a living breathing practical path that influences everything we do excerpted
from the foreword by wesley van linda
How You Can Talk with God (Japanese) 1980 the narrators in this volume include a navy veteran turned computer
programmer analyst a dutiful housewife bored by her humdrum life a young schoolboy eager to learn yoga and a
purposeless college graduate with an unhealthy lifestyle
Living with the Himalayan Masters 1998-12 he appears out of nowhere in a sleepy little neighborhood in suburban
kerala he calls himself shunya the zero who is he a lunatic a dark magician a fraud or an avadhuta an enlightened
soul saami as they call him settles into a small cottage in the backyard of the local toddy shop here he spins
parables blesses curses drinks endless glasses of black tea and lives in total freedom on rare occasions he plays
soul stirring melodies on his old bamboo reed flute then just as mysteriously as he arrived shunya vanishes setting
the path for a new avadhuta a new era this first novel by sri m is a meditation on the void which collapses the wall
between reality and make believe the limited and the infinite with its spare storytelling and profound wisdom it
leads us into the realm of shunya the nothingness of profound and lasting peace the beginning and end of all things
Walking with a Himalayan Master 2023-01-18 personal reminiscences of an esteemed tibetan buddhist master ranging from
touching memoir to humorous storytelling from sharp cultural commentary to deeply felt verse illustrated with rare
photos in full color illustrated with color photos published for the first time this collage of reminiscences affords



a rare glimpse into the life of an esteemed tibetan buddhist teacher the author sets a magical mood as he describes
his early years in snowland tibet as one of seven children of a renowned nyingma master thinley norbu rinpoche s
storytelling alternates earthy humor with poetic sensitivity and tender sensuality describing his travels in asia
europe and america he presents thumbnail sketches of people and places as well as sharp sighted commentary on western
cultural trends and dharma students positive and negative qualities more than just an autobiography this written
offering is an expression of rinpoche s wisdom compassion and personal realization
Mystics and Sceptics 2013 in the summer of 2006 aaravindha himadra traveled deep into the interior of the himalayan
mountains to a secret valley where he lived among the amartya masters the reclusive keepers of an ancient lineage of
spiritual mysticism to answer their invitation he endured a daunting trek across rugged remote mountains where he
eventually came to their protected valley home a place where our world s most profound spiritual truths still exist
in wholeness immortal self is a riveting account of aaravindha s remarkable journey and his visit to this sacred land
divulged here for the first time are the teachings of a legendary and secluded spiritual tradition truths that
transcend the illusion of our accepted reality and offer a beacon of hope for all seekers here is a transformative
story that will invite you to challenge your preconceptions open your heart and receive the wisdom that your soul has
always known when the last obstruction to the truth of our existence falls but one power remains the power of supreme
love
Immortal Self 2019-07-16 化身転生者としてチベットの宗教界 政治界の最高責任者となった十四世ダライ ラマ 中国の度重なる弾圧 インド亡命という苛酷な運命に抗し 釈尊に発する非暴力によって祖国の解放と平和を希求す
る感動の自伝
On Meditation 2010-02 this is the engaging story of a a young american snowboarder who travels to the himalayas
seeking the ultimate high but surfs into an experience more transcendent than he could have ever imagined in an
accident of karmic destiny the young man plows into a wizened buddhist monk named master fwap who takes him on as a
spiritual apprentice using snowboarding as a path to enlightenment the charming and learned master fwap shows how by
freeing the mind and challenging the soul one can master any mountain and master oneself the following account of my
himalayan adventures is based on a series of experiences that occurred to me some time ago in nepal i have taken the
liberty of transforming these accounts even though they are based upon real life experiences into a work of fiction i
hope that the internal and external experiences presented in the following pages both entertain and enlighten you
frederick lenz
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 1 2013-01-01 the stories herein are as varied as the flora and fauna of the
mountains
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 5 2022-11-08
At the Feet of a Himalayan Master Volume 4 2022-03-15
Shunya 2018-04-01
A Brief Fantasy History of a Himalayan 2001-11
Immortal Self 2007-01-01
チベットわが祖国 2023
Surfing the Himalayas
Mystics and Sceptics
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